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1. Introduction
Recent theoretical research has yielded several classes of (2 + 1) dimensional field theories
that appear to have some relevance to multiple M2-branes. The first breakthrough occurred
when Bagger and Lambert proposed a Lagrangian depending on an arbitrary 3-algebra
and possessing N = 8 supersymmetry and conformal invariance [1, 2, 3]. Closure of the
supersymmetry algebra was also demonstrated independently by Gustavsson [4], and we
will refer to these field theories collectively as BLG theories. The A4-theory of Ref. [3]
is a special case, characterised by an integer Chern-Simons level k, and was the first to
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be discussed in detail. It was conjectured in Refs. [5, 6] to describe a pair of multiple
membranes at a kind of generalised orbifold. The precise definition of this orbifold is not
yet known. Moreover these theories have no generalisation to N > 2 membranes.
Another special case of BLG theories are the Lorentzian 3-algebra theories, discussed
in Refs. [7, 8, 9].1 Being BLG theories, these too are Chern-Simons-like and have maximal
N = 8 supersymmetry, but unlike the A4-theory, they can be generalised to arbitrary Lie
algebras and they also do not have any coupling parameter analogous to the level k in the
A4 case. It was subsequently shown in Ref. [12] that they can be derived from maximally
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory using a non-Abelian duality. While this makes it quite
compelling that they are correct, it is not yet clear that they provide a concretely useful
description of membranes.2
A different class of theories are the ABJM theories [15] which are Chern-Simons-
matter theories having manifest N = 6 supersymmetry and an integer Chern-Simons level
k. These describe N multiple membranes at a conventional geometric C4/Zk orbifold. It
has been shown that these theories are also described by 3-algebras, albeit with complex
and non-anti-symmetric structure constants [16, 17].
All the above proposals were made to describe M-theory membranes to lowest order
in `p, the M-theory Planck length. In each case these worldvolume theories are related,
via the novel Higgs mechanism [18], to the Yang-Mills theory on D2-branes, which is the
limit of the D-brane worldvolume theory where α′ corrections are ignored. The Yang-Mills
coupling depends on the vev v of a scalar in the original Chern-Simons-type theory. It is
an interesting problem then to ask how to generalise the above proposals to incorporate
the first nontrivial corrections (which arise at order α′2) to the D2-brane effective theory.
As we will explain below, these appear as `3p corrections to the corresponding multiple
membrane theories.
The initial goal of the present work is to obtain the leading higher derivative corrections
to the A4-theory. We will do this by using the Higgs mechanism of [18] and comparing the
results with the α′2 corrections to the D2-brane effective worldvolume action, which to the
given order amounts to a symmetrised-trace non-Abelian DBI theory.
To check the order of the correction we are after, note that the Abelian DBI action for
D2-branes is:
L = − 1
(2piα′)2g2YM
√
−det(gµν + 2piα′Fµν) , (1.1)
1Here we are interested primarily in the variant of these theories where a constraint manifestly eliminates
negative-norm states, as explained in Refs. [10, 11].
2However, see also Refs. [13, 14] for alternative viewpoints on Lorentzian theories.
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where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. The factor of (gYM )−2 in front of the entire action reflects the
fact that it is a tree-level action in open string theory. Abelian duality is implemented by
replacing the above action by the equivalent action:
L = 1
2
εµνλBµFνλ − 1(2piα′)2g2YM
√
−det(gµν + (2piα′)2g4YMBµBν) . (1.2)
This can be seen by integrating out Bµ whereupon one recovers the original action.
If instead we integrate out the gauge field Aµ, its equation of motion tells us that
∂µBν − ∂νBµ = 0 and therefore Bµ is the gradient of a scalar, which we write as:
Bµ → − 1
gYM
∂µX
8 , (1.3)
where the coefficient is chosen so that the eventual kinetic term for X8 is correctly nor-
malised.
Noting also that in static gauge gµν = ηµν+(2piα′)2g2YM∂µX
i∂νX
i,3 and that (α′)2g2YM =
(α′)
3
2 gs = `3p, we end up with the action:
L = − 1
(2pi)2`3p
√
−det(ηµν + (2pi)2`3p ∂µXI∂νXI) ∼ −
1
2
∂µX
I∂µXI + (2pi)2`3pO(∂X)4 + · · ·
(1.4)
Apparently this action depends solely on `p. However quantisation of flux in the original
gauge theory imposes the periodicity condition:
X8 ∼ X8 + 2pigYM . (1.5)
Therefore only in the limit gYM → ∞ (which is the same as the M-theory limit gs → ∞)
does the dependence on gYM disappear. In this limit we find an action that depends solely
on `p and has SO(8) invariance. This can then be interpreted as the action for a single
M2-brane. We see that the first nontrivial correction to this action is of order `3p and
this comes multiplied by the dimension-six operator (∂X)4. This fixes the order of the
corrections in which we will be interested in the non-Abelian case as well.
The way in which we will proceed is by first presenting an ansatz for the A4-theory
action at four derivative order, in the bi-fundamental notation of Ref. [19]. This is motivated
by the above considerations and the expectation that theO(`3p) corrections can be expressed
in terms of 3-algebra quantities, notably the totally anti-symmetric triple-product, with
arbitrary coefficients for each possible term. We will then match these term-by-term with
the equivalent structures arising in the D-brane effective action at order α′2, following the
Higgsing procedure of [18]. To this order, the latter is given entirely by applying Tseytlin’s
3The coefficient of the second term is again determined by requiring a standard kinetic term.
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symmetrised trace prescription to the non-Abelian Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action [20],
including the fermionic terms, as shown e.g. in Refs. [21, 22].
As with several discussions of the leading-order BLG A4 and ABJM theories, the
classical action is most meaningful for large k where the theory is weakly coupled and
loop corrections can be ignored. Nevertheless, it is usually written down and studied as
a function of k and one hopes it has some significance even for small k. In this spirit,
we investigate higher-derivative corrections keeping in mind that they too are applicable
primarily in the large k regime, but the action we will obtain can then be extrapolated to
small k with due caution.
After obtaining the result for the A4-theory in the bi-fundamental formulation, we
move on to express the answer entirely in terms of 3-algebra notation. We then revisit the
results of Refs. [23, 24], where higher-derivative corrections to Lorentzian 3-algebra theories
were obtained by showing that the non-Abelian duality, used in Ref. [12], extends to α′2
corrections.4 We finally show that both the Euclidean and Lorentzian four-derivative 3-
algebra theories are obtainable from a general four-derivative BLG 3-algebra action, upon
making a Euclidean or Lorentzian choice for the 3-algebra metric.
Though we work only to order `3p, we conjecture that all subsequent corrections to
BLG theories can be organised in terms of the 3-algebra triple-product. We refer to the
action including all such corrections as the “3BI action”. Thus:
S3BI = S` 0p + S`3p + . . . . (1.6)
We close by discussing possible generalisations of our result to N = 6 3-algebra construc-
tions that include the ABJM theory.
2. Review of the novel Higgs mechanism
We begin with a careful review of the Higgsing procedure for the A4-theory in the SU(2)×
SU(2) formalism of [19], including the fermions. This will be useful to set up notation and
normalisations before we proceed to the more complicated four-derivative order.
4In Ref. [24] there is a formal extension to all orders in α′ but the starting point used there, of a DBI-
type non-Abelian D2-brane action, is strictly correct only up to order α′2. For other applications of the
procedure of Ref. [12] see [25].
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2.1 Higgs mechanism for the A4-theory
The A4-theory action is given by the expression:5
SA4 =
k
2pi
∫
d3xTr
[
− (D˜µXI)†D˜µXI + i Ψ¯†ΓµD˜µΨ− 83 XIJK†XIJK
−i Ψ¯†ΓIJ [XI , XJ†,Ψ] + i Ψ¯ΓIJ [XI†, XJ ,Ψ†]
+12 ε
µνλ
(
A(1)µ ∂νA
(1)
λ +
2
3A
(1)
µ A
(1)
ν A
(1)
λ −A(2)µ ∂νA(2)λ − 23A(2)µ A(2)ν A
(2)
λ
)]
, (2.1)
where the fermions are 32-component spinors satisfying Γ012Ψ = −Ψ and we have also
defined:
XIJK = X [IXJ†XK]
[XI , XJ†,Ψ] = 13
(
X [IXJ ]†Ψ−X [IΨ†XJ ] + ΨX [I†XJ ]
)
. (2.2)
Note that the explicit anti-symmetrisation is in the indices while leaving the position of
the † fixed and that the anti-symmetrised products are defined with weight one.
In the above the indices µ = 0, 1, 2 while I = 1, ..., 8. The A(1)µ and A
(2)
µ are the SU(2)
gauge fields giving rise to the two Chern-Simons terms with equal but opposite levels k,
which are quantised in integer units. The X’s are complex scalars obeying the reality
condition:
Xab˙ = ab b˙a˙X
†a˙b (2.3)
and transforming in the bi-fundamental representation (2, 2¯) according to:
D˜µX
I = ∂µXI +A(1)µ X
I −XIA(2)µ . (2.4)
The next step is to create linear combinations of the gauge fields:
Aµ = 12
(
A(1)µ +A
(2)
µ
)
Bµ = 12
(
A(1)µ −A(2)µ
)
. (2.5)
With these definitions the form of the bosonic part of the action becomes:
SbA4 =
k
2pi
∫
d3xTr
[
− (DµXI)†DµXI − 83 XIJK†XIJK
+{Bµ, XI}{Bµ, XI†}+DµXI† {Bµ, XI} − {Bµ, XI†}DµXI
5This action is related to the one in Ref. [19] by a re-scaling X →
q
k
2pi
X, Ψ→
q
k
2pi
Ψ, and a redefinition
Aµ → −iAµ so that the matrix-valued gauge fields are anti-Hermitian. Our spinor and Γ-matrix notation
and conventions can be found in Appendix A.
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+εµνλ
(
BµFνλ + 13BµBνBλ
)]
,
(2.6)
where we have substituted:
D˜µX
I = DµXI − {Bµ, XI} , (2.7)
with:
DµX
I = ∂µXI + [Aµ, XI ]
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ, Aν ] . (2.8)
Note that the new gauge field Aµ is in the diagonal subgroup of SU(2)× SU(2) and has an
adjoint action on the X’s.
In this form for the action, one can expand the scalars into trace and traceless parts,
in a suitable basis, and also give a vev v to one of them, say X8:
X8 = 12(v + x˜
8) 1l + x8
Xi = 12 x˜
i 1l + xi . (2.9)
Here:
xI = i xIa σ
a
2 , (2.10)
with σa the usual Pauli matrices. Recall that in the above, i = 1, ..., 7 while I = 1, ..., 8.
In what follows we will be interested in the limit of large vev v → ∞. Having per-
formed a decomposition of the bi-fundamental scalars into a trace and a traceless part, we
substitute back into the action to get:
SbA4 =
k
2pi
∫
d3x
{
− 12∂µx˜I∂µx˜I + Tr
(
DµxIDµx
I + v
2
2 [x
i,xj ][xi,xj ]
+ 2vBµDµx8 + v2BµBµ + εµνλBµFνλ
)}
+ higher order . (2.11)
The higher order terms that we omitted writing in the above are the ones that will be
negligible in the final action when v → ∞. We will ignore them for now and return to
them later.
One can see that after giving the vev v, the gauge field Bµ has acquired a mass term
by the Higgs mechanism. Moreover the corresponding Goldstone boson that is ‘eaten’ is
x8, as is evident if we group all terms depending on x8 and Bµ as follows:
v2
(
Bµ + 1vDµx
8
)2 + εµνλ (Bµ + 1vDµx8)Fνλ (2.12)
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(to obtain this form, we have added a term proportional to εµνλDµx8 Fνλ which vanishes by
partial integration and the Bianchi identity). The shift Bµ → Bµ− 1vDµx8 now eliminates
x8 from the Lagrangian.
The novel feature of this Higgs mechanism is that Bµ has no kinetic term, therefore it
can be integrated out and the effect of this is to render the other gauge field Aµ dynamical.
To see this, note that the equation of motion for Bµ is:
Bµ = − 12v2 ε
µνλFνλ . (2.13)
Eliminating Bµ from the action:
SbA4 =
k
2pi
∫
d3x
{
− 12∂µx˜I∂µx˜I + Tr
(
1
2v2
FµνFµν +DµxiDµxi + v
2
2 [x
i,xj ][xi,xj ]
)}
.
(2.14)
The fields in the above action are 8 singlets x˜I along with adjoint SU(2) scalars xi and an
SU(2) gauge field, all described as matrix-valued fields in the fundamental representation:
Aµ = iAaµ
σa
2 , x
i = ixi a σ
a
2 . (2.15)
Extracting a factor 1
v2
from the action, and re-scaling xi → 1vxi and x˜I → 1v x˜I , we have:
SbA4 =
k
2piv2
∫
d3x
{
− 12∂µx˜I∂µx˜I+Tr
(
1
2F
µνFµν+DµxiDµxi+ 12 [x
i,xj ][xi,xj ]
)}
. (2.16)
The last step is to combine the seven singlet scalars x˜i with the SU(2) adjoints xi to
make U(2) adjoints:
Xi = i2 x˜
i 1l + xi . (2.17)
This only leaves the singlet scalar x˜8, which can instead be dualised into an Abelian gauge
field. This is done as follows:
−
∫
d3x 12∂
µx˜8∂µx˜
8 →
∫
d3x
(
−14FµνU(1)FU(1)µν + 12εµνλ∂µx˜8F
U(1)
νλ
)
, (2.18)
where FU(1)µν is treated as an independent field. The equation of motion for F
U(1)
µν leads us
back to the LHS. Instead, integrating out x˜8 on the RHS gives us the Bianchi identity for
F
U(1)
µν , solving which we have:
FU(1)µν = ∂µA
U(1)
ν − ∂νAU(1)µ . (2.19)
Once the Bianchi identity has been imposed, the second term on the RHS drops out and
the new Abelian gauge field combines with the SU(2) part to form a U(2) gauge field:
Aµ = i2A
U(1)
µ 1l +Aµ
F µν = i2F
U(1)
µν 1l + Fµν . (2.20)
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Putting these ingredients together, one ends up with the familiar-looking expression:6
SbY M =
k
2piv2
∫
d3xTr
(
1
2F
µνF µν +DµXiDµXi + 12 [X
i,Xj ][Xi,Xj ]
)
. (2.21)
The higher-order terms that we had dropped earlier do indeed decouple in the limit k →∞,
v →∞ with the ratio k
v2
fixed. This is because they are of higher order in inverse powers
of v but their k-dependence is the same as for the leading terms.
For the fermion kinetic term and the Yukawa-type interaction with two scalars and
two fermions the procedure is now straightforward. Since the fermions transform and
decompose like the scalars:
Ψ = 12 ψ˜ 1l +ψ with ψ = iψ
aσa
2 , (2.22)
the trace part will reduce immediately to the required kinetic term, while the extra term
present for the traceless kinetic part, including {Aµ,Ψ}, will be sub-leading in 1v after the
re-scaling Ψ→ Ψv . The interaction term also reduces straightforwardly upon Higgsing and
by combining the trace and SU(2) parts into anti-Hermitian fields:
Ψ = i2 ψ˜ 1l +ψ , (2.23)
one gets:
SfA4 =
k
2piv2
∫
d3x Tr
[
− iΨ¯ΓµDµΨ− iΨ¯ΓiΓ8[Xi,Ψ]
]
+O( 1v ) . (2.24)
The last thing we need is to do away with the Γ8 matrix appearing in the second term of
Eq. (2.24). This is straightforward if we rewrite it as:
−iΨ¯ΓiΓ8[Xi,Ψ] = −iΨ¯Γi(1 + Γ8)[Xi,Ψ]
= −iΨ¯ 1√
2
(1− Γ8)Γi 1√
2
(1 + Γ8)[Xi,Ψ]
= −iΨ¯′Γi[Xi,Ψ′] , (2.25)
where in the first step we have used Ψ¯ΓiΨ = 0 and in the last step we have defined:
Ψ′ = 1√
2
(1 + Γ8)Ψ . (2.26)
Note that the above redefinition leaves the first term of Eq. (2.24) invariant:
−iΨ¯ΓµDµΨ = −iΨ¯′ΓµDµΨ′ (2.27)
and that the chirality condition becomes:
Γ012Ψ = −Ψ→ Γ8Ψ′ = Ψ′ . (2.28)
6We will denote all fields in D2-brane actions using bold-face symbols throughout to avoid confusion
with the A4-theory expressions.
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Dropping the prime on Ψ′ for notational economy, we have:
SfA4 =
k
2piv2
∫
d3x Tr
[
− iΨ¯ΓµDµΨ− iΨ¯Γi[Xi,Ψ]
]
+O( 1v ) , (2.29)
where the above is the action obtained by the dimensional reduction of the fermion ki-
netic term of 10d YM down to 3d involving the usual set of SO(9, 1) Γ-matrices in a 32
dimensional representation, with Γ8 being the SO(9, 1) chirality matrix.
Therefore, by adding the bosonic and fermionic pieces together, what we finally recover
in the limit k →∞, v →∞ with the ratio k
v2
fixed, is the action of maximally supersym-
metric U(2) Yang-Mills theory, namely the (lowest-order in α′) worldvolume field theory
on two D2-branes. The coupling constant is g2YM = 2piv
2/k.
If one keeps k finite while taking v → ∞, the theory on the D2-branes becomes
strongly coupled. Since this belongs to the moduli space of the A4-theory and also is,
by definition, the theory on 2 M2-branes in flat space, this amounts to a proof that A4
describes membranes (assuming the moduli space does not receive significant quantum
corrections, which is likely to be true given the maximal supersymmetry). The spacetime
interpretation of the A4-theory is not completely understood, though some of its properties
are known and it has been proposed that it corresponds to a pair of membranes on an exotic
orbifold that exists only in M-theory [5, 6].
2.2 Effective Higgs rules
Let us summarise what has happened to the theory after giving a vev to one of the original
bi-fundamental scalars, 〈X8〉 = v2 1l: The traceless part of X8 has disappeared during the
Higgsing process. The trace part x˜8 has become an Abelian gauge field after using the
Abelian duality Eq. (2.18). Of the two non-dynamical gauge fields, one has been integrated
out while the other has become a dynamical SU(2) in the diagonal of the original SU(2)×
SU(2), which combines with the above U(1) into a U(2). The fermions follow directly along
similar lines. One also has higher order terms O( 1v ), which decouple in the limit where
k → ∞, v → ∞. Finally the scalars in the i = 1, ..., 7 directions, which were originally
bi-fundamentals under SU(2) × SU(2), were first separated into their trace and trace-free
parts in Eq. (2.9) and later recombined (slightly differently) into U(2) adjoint scalars in
Eq. (2.17).
We can summarise the above discussion into a set of effective rules that capture the
net result of the Higgsing process at this order, up to a total derivative and O( 1v ) terms.
For that, we start with the action Eq. (2.1) and make the following substitutions:
• For the CS terms in the gauge fields:
LCS → − 2v2 fµfµ , (2.30)
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where we have defined fµ = 12ε
µνλF νλ and in ‘mostly-plus’ notation for the metric
(−+ +), the inverse transformation is F µν = −εµνλfλ.
• For the scalars:7
D˜µX8 → 1v fµ , D˜µXi → 1vDµXi , Xij8 → − 14v [Xi,Xj ] , Xijk → O
(
1
v3
)
D˜µX8† → − 1v fµ , D˜µXi† → − 1vDµXi , Xij8† → 14v [Xi,Xj ] , Xijk† → O
(
1
v3
)
.
(2.31)
• For the fermions:
D˜µΨ→ 1vDµΨ , [Xi, X8†,Ψ]→ − 14v [Xi,Ψ] , [Xi, Xj†,Ψ]→ O
(
1
v3
)
D˜µΨ¯→ 1vDµΨ¯ , [Xi†, X8,Ψ†]→ 14v [Xi,Ψ] , [Xi†, Xj ,Ψ]→ O
(
1
v3
)
(2.32)
and Γi8 → Γi.8
Using these rules we can readily obtain U(2), N = 8 SYM in (2 + 1) dimensions as in
Eq. (2.21). All other terms, including those involving the gauge field, are O( 1v ) and vanish
in the limit v →∞, k →∞ with k
v2
→ fixed, up to a total derivative. These rules will be
very useful in the following section where we consider the effect of the Higgsing process on
the higher derivative terms.
3. 3BI to DBI
We are now ready to move on to our main discussion and study the form of the lowest
non-trivial `p corrections to the A4-theory. We begin by writing down the form of the
higher derivative action at this order as a certain combination of dimension six operators
in the notation that we established in the previous section. The main assumption we will
make is that these admit an organisation in terms of the 3-algebra product. Therefore
we start with the ansatz that the leading `p corrections take the most general form that
can arise using Euclidean 3-algebra ‘building blocks’, but with arbitrary coefficients. We
will then use the Higgs mechanism to uniquely determine the value of these coefficients
7Note here that when contracting two cubic expressions XIJKXIJK† there is an extra combinatorial
factor of 3 coming from setting any of the {I, J,K} = 8. Terms of the kind Xijk with i, j, k 6= 8 will be
higher order in 1
v
after the Higgsing and will not contribute in the large v limit.
8When contracting the Yukawa-type interaction with ΓIJ there is an extra combinatorial factor of 2
because of the I ↔ J symmetry. Once again terms obtained from [Xi, X†j ,Ψ] with i, j 6= 8 will not
contribute at large v.
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by matching to the leading α′ corrections in the low-energy theory of two D2-branes. As
explained in the introduction, these corrections are O(`3p) for the A4-theory and O(α′2) for
the D2-brane theory.
3.1 Bosonic Part
We begin with the bosonic content of the theory. Our ansatz for the A4-theory will contain
all the terms built out of 3-algebra ‘blocks’ that are gauge/Lorentz invariant, dimension six
and lead to expressions contained in the D2-brane effective action upon Higgsing. However
some adjustments must be made for the fact that, unlike for the D2-brane theory, our
fields XI and the corresponding triple-product XIJK defined in Eq. (2.2) are complex – at
least in the bi-fundamental formulation of Ref. [19]. As a result we first need to re-examine
the definition of symmetrised trace. We propose that this definition be extended, for bi-
fundamentals, to a symmetrisation of the objects while keeping the daggers in their original
place. Concretely:
STr(AB†CD†) = 112Tr
[
A
(
B†CD†+B†DC†+C†DB†+C†BD†+D†BC†+D†CB†
)
+ h.c.
]
(3.1)
Note that this reduces to the conventional definition for Hermitian fields, for which adding
the complex conjugate is not necessary.
There is one simplification in the A4-theory that should be noted at this stage. It
corresponds to an identity arising from the low rank of the gauge group, SU(2) × SU(2).
This identity is straightforward to verify and states that all three possible contractions in
the (XIJK)4 terms are proportional to each other:
STr
[
XIJKXIJL†XMNKXMNL†
]
= 2 STr
[
XIJMXKLM†XIKNXJLN†
]
= 13 STr
[
XIJKXIJK†XLMNXLMN†
]
. (3.2)
Using this, we can write down the following general ansatz for the O(`3p) corrections to the
A4-theory:
(D˜X)4 : k2 STr
[
a D˜µXI D˜µXJ† D˜νXJ D˜νXI† + b D˜µXI D˜µXI† D˜νXJ D˜νXJ†
]
XIJK(D˜X)3 : k2 εµνλ STr
[
cXIJKD˜µXI†D˜νXJ D˜λXK†
]
(XIJK)2(D˜X)2 : k2 STr
[
dXIJK XIJK† D˜µXL D˜µXL† + eXIJK XIJL† D˜µXK D˜µXL†
]
(XIJK)4 : k2 STr
[
f XIJK XIJK†XLMN XLMN†
]
, (3.3)
where a,b, c,d, e, f are constants which we will determine. The sum of all terms above
will be denoted ∆L.
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Note the absence of pure gauge field terms in Eq. (3.3). Higher dimension combinations
of CS terms would break invariance under large gauge transformations. Higher powers
of the field strength would explicitly break supersymmetry, which is expected to remain
maximal in the `p expansion.
The next step would be to Higgs the theory in Eq. (3.3) and compare with the derivative-
corrected D2-brane theory. We have already written down some ‘effective Higgs rules’ in
Section 2.2. However, the rules themselves could in principle be modified once higher-
derivative corrections are included. Fortunately, as we now show, to the lowest nontrivial
order (which is the order at which we are working) these rules in fact need no modification.
Combining Eqs. (2.11) and (3.3), the equation of motion for the gauge field Bµ is now
of the form:
Bµ = − 1
v2
fµ − 1
v
Dµx
8 − `
3
p
2v2
δ(∆L)
δBµ
. (3.4)
We now wish to substitute this back into the Bµ-dependent part of the action:
2vBµDµx8 + v2BµBµ + `3p ∆L(B) . (3.5)
It is easily seen that the result is:
−Dµx8Dµx8 + 1
v2
fµfµ + `3p ∆L
∣∣∣
Bµ=− 1
v2
fµ
. (3.6)
In the process, two complicated terms at order `3p have cancelled out, considerably simpli-
fying the computation. The last term above is what one gets by substituting Eq. (2.13)
into ∆L. It follows that we can apply the Higgs rules Eq. (2.31) as they are, directly to
the four-derivative action.
Through the substitutions Eq. (2.31) the various pieces become:
Sba = a
(
k
v2
)2 ∫
d3x STr
[
DµXiDµX
jDνXiDνX
j + 2DµXiDνXifµfν + fµfµfνfν
]
Sbb = b
(
k
v2
)2 ∫
d3x STr
[
DµXiDµX
iDνXjDνX
j + 2DµXiDµXifνfν + fµfµfνfν
]
Sbc = c
(
k
v2
)2 ∫
d3x STr
[
3
4ε
µνλDµX
ifνDλXjXji
]
Sbd = d
(
k
v2
)2 ∫
d3x STr
[
3
16D
µXiDµX
iXjkXjk + 316 f
µfµXijXij
]
Sbe = e
(
k
v2
)2 ∫
d3x STr
[
1
8D
µXiXijXkjDµX
k + 116 f
µfµXijXij
]
Sbf = f
(
k
v2
)2 ∫
d3x STr
[
9
256X
ijXjiXklX lk
]
(3.7)
plus terms in O( 1v ), where we are using Xij = [Xi,Xj ]. The cancellations between the
x8’s continue to be trivially present at this order. This is hardly surprising if the Higgs
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mechanism is to work, since these Goldstone degrees of freedom need to disappear from
the action. Putting back the factor `3p in the above terms and using
(2pi)2`3p
(
k
2piv2
)2
= (2piα
′)2
g2YM
(3.8)
it is now straightforward to compare with the appropriate terms coming from the D2-brane
theory.
The precise form of the low-energy effective action for multiple parallel D-branes is
still not known to all orders. However, up to order α′2 it has been explicitly obtained using
open string scattering amplitude calculations (see e.g. [21, 22] and references therein) and
the result agrees with Tseytlin’s proposal for a DBI action with a symmetrised prescription
for the trace [20]. Starting from D9-branes, the prescription requires to symmetrise over
the gauge field strengths. For lower dimensional branes, T-duality requires that this carries
on to scalar covariant derivatives and scalar commutators [26, 27]. This proposal fails at
order α′4 [28] but is good enough for our purposes.
The form of the relevant action for 2 D2-branes is given at this order by an appropri-
ately modified, dimensionally reduced version of the D9-brane answer provided in [21]:9
Sbα′2 =
(2piα′)2
g2YM
∫
d3x STr
[
1
4F µνF
νρF ρσF
σµ − 116F µνF µνF ρσF ρσ − 14DµXiDµXiDνXjDνXj
+ 12DµX
iDνXiDνX
jDµXj + 14X
ijXjkXklX li − 116XijXijXklXkl
− F µνF νρDρXiDµXi − 14F µνF µνDρXiDρXi − 18F µνF µνXklXkl
− 14DµXiDµXiXklXkl −XijXjkDµXkDµXi − F µνDνXiDµXjXij
]
, (3.9)
and note that for U(2) one has the additional simplification:
STr
[
XijXjkXklX li
]
= 12STr
[
XijXijXklXkl
]
. (3.10)
It is then straightforward to compare the coefficients for all of these terms to finally obtain:
a = 12 , b = −14 , c = −43 ,
d = −43 , e = 8 , f = 169 .
(3.11)
It is important to note that the fixing of coefficients by the above comparison is non-
trivial. There are 3-algebra terms of Eq. (3.7) that after Higgsing give rise to terms in the
D2 action Eq. (3.9) coming from different index contractions (that is, ultimately, different
index contractions of the D9-brane theory before dimensional reduction). Also in some
places, two terms in the 3-algebra theory lead to the same term in the D2 action. Hence,
it was not obvious at the outset that there would be any values of the coefficients in the
above expression that would lead to the D2 theory upon Higgsing. The fact that we find
a consistent and unique set of coefficients is therefore very satisfying.
9Note that the coefficients here are twice their value given in [21], because the normalisation of the trace
used there is Tr (T aT b) = δab while we consistently use Tr (σ
a
2
σb
2
) = 1
2
δab.
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3.2 Fermionic Part
The fermions will follow the above discussion closely. The most general form for this part
of the action at four-derivative order is:10
Sf
`3p
= `3p k
2
∫
d3x STr
[
aˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJ [XK , XL†,Ψ]Ψ¯†ΓKL[XI , XJ†,Ψ] + bˆ Ψ¯†ΓµD˜νΨΨ†ΓνD˜µΨ
+cˆ Ψ¯†Γµ[XI , XJ†,Ψ]Ψ¯†ΓIJD˜µΨ + dˆ Ψ¯†ΓµΓIJD˜νΨD˜µXI†D˜νXJ
+eˆ Ψ¯†ΓµD˜νΨD˜µXI†D˜νXI + fˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJKLD˜νΨ XIJK†D˜νXL
+gˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJD˜νΨ XIJK†D˜νXK + hˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJ [XJ , XK†,Ψ]D˜µXI†D˜µXK
+iˆ Ψ¯†Γµν [XI , XJ†,Ψ]D˜µXI†D˜νXJ + jˆ Ψ¯†ΓµνΓIJ [XJ , XK†,Ψ]D˜µXI†D˜νXK
+kˆ Ψ¯†ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL†,Ψ]D˜µXI†XJKL + lˆ Ψ¯†Γµ[XI , XJ†,Ψ]D˜µXK†XIJK
+mˆ Ψ¯†ΓµΓIJKL[XL, XM†,Ψ]XIJK†D˜µXM + nˆ Ψ¯†ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL†,Ψ]XIJK†D˜µXL
+oˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJKL[XM , XN†,Ψ]XIJL†XKMN + pˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJ [XK , XL†,Ψ]XIJM†XKLM
+ h.c. with same coefficients
]
. (3.12)
It is a straightforward, but rather tedious, exercise to use the Higgs rules and compare with
the fermionic terms in the D2-brane effective action at order O(α′2), as given for U(2) in
[21]:11
Sf
α′2 =
(2piα′)2
g2YM
∫
d3x STr
(
− 18Ψ¯ΓµDνΨ Ψ¯ΓνDµΨ− 14Ψ¯ΓiDνΨ Ψ¯Γν [Xi,Ψ]
−18Ψ¯Γi[Xj ,Ψ] Ψ¯Γj [Xi,Ψ] + i2Ψ¯ΓµDνΨ F µρF ρν − i2Ψ¯ΓµDνΨ DµX lDνX l
− i2Ψ¯ΓiDνΨ DρXiF ρν − i2Ψ¯ΓiDνΨ XilDνX l + i2Ψ¯Γµ[Xj ,Ψ] F µρDρXj
− i2Ψ¯Γi[Xj ,Ψ] DρXiDρXj + i2Ψ¯Γµ[Xj ,Ψ]DµX lX lj + i2Ψ¯Γi[Xj ,Ψ]XilX lj
− i4Ψ¯ΓµνρDσΨ F µνF ρσ − i4Ψ¯Γµνρ[Xk,Ψ] F µνDρXk + i4Ψ¯ΓµνlDσΨ F µνDσX l
− i4Ψ¯Γµνl[Xk,Ψ] F µνX lk − i2Ψ¯ΓµjρDσΨ DµXjF ρσ − i2Ψ¯Γµjρ[Xk,Ψ] DµXjDρXk
+ i2Ψ¯ΓµjlDσΨ D
µXjDσX l − i2Ψ¯Γµjl[Xk,Ψ] DµXjX lk − i4Ψ¯ΓijρDσΨ XijF ρσ
− i4Ψ¯Γijρ[Xk,Ψ] XijDρXk + i4Ψ¯ΓijlDσΨ XijDσX l − i4Ψ¯Γijl[Xk,Ψ] XijX lk
)
.
(3.13)
During the Higgs reduction and comparison of coefficients we use that since in 2+1 dimen-
sions Γµνλ = εµνλ 1l2×2 and F µν = εµνλfλ, then:
STr
[
Ψ¯ΓµνρDσΨF µνF ρσ
]
∼ STr
[
Ψ¯ΓµνρDσΨεµνκερσλfκfλ
]
∼ STr
[
Ψ¯DσΨεσκλfκfλ
]
= 0
(3.14)
10The issue of uniqueness is significantly more complicated, as compared to the bosonic case, as there
are many more terms that one could write down in addition to the ones presented in Eq. (3.12). However,
it can be shown that these other terms can be re-expressed by combinations already present in our ansatz.
We defer the presentation of these arguments to Appendix C.
11Again, the coefficients here are twice their value given in [21], for reasons of normalisation that we have
already explained.
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because of the STr. We also set the on-shell terms α′2(ΓµDµΨ + Γi[Xi,Ψ]) to zero, as
in [23], since this can be achieved by appropriate field redefinitions. The result for the
fermionic coefficients is:
aˆ = −14 , bˆ = − 116 , cˆ = 14 , dˆ = i4 , eˆ = − i4 , fˆ = i6
gˆ = − i2 , hˆ = −i , iˆ = i , jˆ = i , kˆ = −2i
lˆ = 2i , mˆ = −2i3 , nˆ = 2i , oˆ = 4i3 , pˆ = 4i .
(3.15)
4. The four-derivative corrections in 3-algebra form
In this section we will re-cast our results in 3-algebra language. There are several important
reasons to do so. One is that we will uncover some new properties of 3-algebras, arising
from the fact that at order `3p we encounter traces of as many as four 3-algebra generators
for the first time.
Another reason is that corrections of order `3p are already known [23, 24] for the spe-
cial case of Lorentzian 3-algebras. By re-writing the derivative corrections of A4-theory
in terms of 3-algebra quantities, we will be able to compare them with the results of
Refs. [23, 24]. Indeed, it is natural to hope that all BLG theories (including both A4 and
Lorentzian sub-classes) originate from a common 3-algebra formulation, even though they
were obtained using completely different procedures. As we now have all the necessary
data for determining what that formulation is, we will compare the two classes of theories
explicitly. After dealing with some issues of normalisation we will find that there is indeed
complete agreement.
Yet another reason to re-express our results in 3-algebra language is to open the pos-
sibility of extending this investigation to the N = 6 3-algebras of Refs. [16, 17] which
encode, among other things, the ABJM field theory. In the final subsection we will make
some general comments on how this might be done.
Let us first remind the reader of the original formulation for BLG 3-algebra theories.
Following [1], the maximally (N = 8) supersymmetric 3-algebra field theory in 2 + 1
dimensions involves a set of bosonic fields XIa, A abµ , with I = 1, ..., 8, and 32-component
spinors Ψa, where a = 1, ...,dimA, with dimA the dimension of the 3-algebra. A abµ is anti-
symmetric in a and b. To write the action one introduces the 4-index structure constants
fabcd associated to the totally anti-symmetric three-bracket:
[T a, T b, T c] = fabcdT
d (4.1)
and a generalisation of the trace taken over the three-algebra indices, which provides an
appropriate 3-algebra metric:
hab = Tr(T aT b) . (4.2)
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The structure constants satisfy the so-called “fundamental identity”:
f [abcg f
e]fg
d = 0 (4.3)
and are also completely anti-symmetric under the exchange of indices:
fabcd = f [abcd] . (4.4)
The action can then be written as:
SBLG =
∫
d3x
[
Tr
(
− 1
2
D˜µX
ID˜µXI + i2Ψ¯ ˜6DΨ
+ i4Ψ¯Γ
IJ [XI , XJ ,Ψ]− 112 [XI , XJ , XK ][XI , XJ , XK ]
)
+ 12 ε
µνλ(A˜ aµ b ∂νA
b
λ a +
2
3 A
a
µ bA˜
b
ν cA˜
c
λ a)
] (4.5)
where A˜cdµ = f
cd
ab A
ab
µ and:
D˜µX
Ia = ∂µXIa + A˜ aµ bX
Ib . (4.6)
Note that the Tr here is the abstract 3-algebra trace defined in Eq. (4.2). The fields are
invariant under the gauge transformations:
δXIa = −Λ˜a bXIb (4.7)
δΨa = −Λ˜a bΨb (4.8)
δ(A˜cdµ ) = D˜µΛ˜
cd (4.9)
and the supersymmetries:
δXIa = i ΓIΨa (4.10)
δΨa = DµXIaΓµΓI+
1
6
fa bcdX
IbXJcXKdΓIJK (4.11)
δ(A˜cdµ ) = if
cd
ab X
Ia ΓµΓIΨb (4.12)
where Γ012 =  and Γ012Ψa = −Ψa.
4.1 A4 3-algebra theory
For a Euclidean 3-algebra metric, hab = δab, the possible BLG theories are the A4-theory
with a = 1, ...4, and direct products thereof [29, 30]. Already at the lowest (quadratic)
order it is easy to see how one can convert the above 3-algebra formulation to the bi-
fundamental action of [19] after noting a subtlety in the definition of the trace between the
two cases. Whereas Tr(T aT b) = δab in 3-algebra notation, one has for the SU(2) generators
T i = σ
i
2 , that the trace is Tr(
σi
2
σj
2 ) =
1
2δ
ij . Taking this into account it is straightforward
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to convert Eq. (4.5) into Eq. (2.1) and vice-versa. The powers of 1
f2
= ( k2pi )
2 will appear
once one re-scales the fields appropriately by (X,Ψ)→ 1√
f
(X,Ψ).
This is useful, since we have obtained the four-derivative action in bi-fundamental
notation and we now want to express it in 3-algebra form. In doing so one also has to deal
with evaluating the symmetrised trace of four 3-algebra generators. Symmetry restricts its
form to be:
STr
(
T aT bT cT d
)
= m h(abhcd) , (4.13)
where m is a yet undetermined numerical coefficient. However, the Lorentzian 3-algebras
can help us determine the latter as follows. Lorentzian 3-algebras include a set of generators
corresponding to a compact subgroup of the theory’s whole symmetry group. One is then
free to choose them as the generators of any semi-simple Lie algebra, e.g. SU(2). In turn,
tracing over the latter leads to a flat Euclidean block in the 3-algebra metric, hij = δij .
In any four-derivative Lorentzian 3-algebra action there will be terms with components for
which the generators in Eq. (4.13) run over this subset. In that case, and once again taking
into consideration the appropriate definition of the trace, one can explicitly evaluate the
following expression for the particular case of SU(2):
STr
(
T iT jT kT l
)
= 2 STr
(
σi
2
σj
2
σk
2
σl
2
)
= 14 δ
(ijδkl) (4.14)
and this fixes m = 14 .
Equipped with the above fact, we can finally convert our results and we write for the
bosonic part of the A4-theory in 3-algebra form:
Sb`3p = (2pi)
2`3p
∫
d3x STr
[
1
4
(
D˜µXID˜µX
JD˜νXJD˜νX
I − 12D˜µXID˜µXID˜νXJD˜νXJ
)
− 16 εµνλ
(
XIJKD˜µX
ID˜νX
JD˜λX
K
)
+ 14
(
XIJKXIJLD˜µXKD˜µX
L − 16XIJKXIJKD˜µXLD˜µXL
)
+ 1288
(
XIJKXIJKXLMNXLMN
)]
, (4.15)
where now:
XIJK = [XI , XJ , XK ] . (4.16)
4.2 Lorentzian 3-algebra theory
In Ref. [23] the equivalent four derivative terms were constructively obtained for Lorentzian
3-algebra theories and it was conjectured there that the A4-theory should also be expressed
in the terms of the same 3-algebra structures at four derivative order. We will soon verify
this conjecture.
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Let us start by quoting the result found in Ref. [23] for the higher-derivative corrections
to Lorentzian 3-algebra theories. To avoid confusion with the Euclidean signature theo-
ries that are the focus of this paper, we will consistently denote all Lorentzian 3-algebra
variables with a hat symbol on top. Accordingly, the field variables in Ref. [23] are eight
adjoint scalars XˆI and fermions λˆ, as well as sixteen gauge-singlet scalars and fermions
XˆI±, λˆ± and a pair of gauge fields Aˆµ, Bˆµ.
Due to constraints, the fields XˆI−, λˆ− decouple and the fields XˆI+, λˆ+ are fixed to be
a constant and zero, respectively. It was shown that the bosonic part of the `3p correction
can be written entirely in terms of the building blocks:
DˆµXˆ
I = ∂µXˆI − [Aˆµ, XˆI ]− BˆµXˆI+
XˆIJK = XˆI+[Xˆ
J , XˆK ] + XˆJ+[Xˆ
K , XˆI ] + XˆK+ [Xˆ
I , XˆJ ] .
To simplify formulae, we have converted the results of Ref. [23] into symmetrised-trace
form. Then Eq.(3.14) of that paper12 is the sum of the following four terms (we only write
the O(`3p) corrections, dropping the leading terms):
(DˆXˆ)4 : 14 STr
(
DˆµXˆIDˆµXˆ
JDˆνXˆJDˆνXˆ
I − 12DˆµXˆIDˆµXˆIDˆνXˆJDˆνXˆJ
)
XˆIJK(DˆXˆ)3 : −16 εµνλ STr
(
XˆIJKDˆµXˆ
IDˆνXˆ
JDˆλXˆ
K
)
(XˆIJK)2(DˆXˆ)2 : 14 STr
(
XˆIJKXˆIJLDˆµXˆKDˆµXˆ
L − 16XˆIJKXˆIJKDˆµXˆLDˆµXˆL
)
(XˆIJK)4 : 124 STr
(
XˆIJMXˆKLMXˆIKNXˆJLN − 112XˆIJKXˆIJKXˆLMNXˆLMN
)
.
(4.17)
Here, the trace is defined using Tr (T aT b) = δab where a, b are now adjoint Lie algebra
indices.
Note that the above expression involves all possible terms one can write down at
this order using DˆµXˆI and XˆIJK as building blocks, with one apparent exception: The
(XˆIJK)4 terms could have contained one more distinct index contraction, namely the one
with XˆIJKXˆIJLXˆMNKXˆMNL. However, it is easy to demonstrate the identity:
STr
(
XˆIJKXˆIJLXˆMNKXˆMNL
)
= STr
(
4
3Xˆ
IJMXˆKLMXˆIKNXˆJLN
+19Xˆ
IJKXˆIJKXˆLMNXˆLMN
)
, (4.18)
as a result of which only two of the three possible O(XˆIJK)4 terms are independent.
12We have corrected a few of the coefficients.
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4.3 Final answer for the BLG theory
We would finally like to recover the four-derivative action to BLG theory for general 3-
algebras. A reasonable guess would be to see whether Eq. (4.15) provides the answer by
simply replacing the A4 structure constants and metric with their Lorentzian counterparts
inside the expressions. One then finds that all terms and coefficients in Eq. (4.17) can
be readily obtained except for O(XˆIJK)4. This discrepancy is easily traced back to the
difference between the identities obeyed by quartic powers of triple-products in the two
cases and is resolved by noticing that Eq. (3.2) is actually a special case of Eq. (4.18), due
to the particularly simple nature of the A4 structure constants abcd. Therefore within the
class of BLG theories we are considering, the following identity is the most general one to
be always satisfied:
STr
(
XIJKXIJLXMNKXMNL
)
= STr
(
4
3X
IJMXKLMXIKNXJLN
+19X
IJKXIJKXLMNXLMN
)
. (4.19)
This raises the interesting question, which we leave for a future investigation, of whether
this identity is also obeyed by other indefinite-signature BLG theories, notably those with
multiple time-like directions as discussed in [31, 32, 33]. If the answer turns out to be in
the affirmative, then we would have found a new relation for quartic products of structure
constants that holds for a generic N = 8 3-algebra.
With these observations we can at last write a common expression for both A4 and
Lorentzian BLG theories:
SbBLG,`3p = `
3
p
∫
d3x STr
[
1
4
(
D˜µXID˜µX
JD˜νXJD˜νX
I − 12D˜µXID˜µXID˜νXJD˜νXJ
)
−16 εµνλ
(
XIJKD˜µX
ID˜νX
JD˜λX
K
)
+14
(
XIJKXIJLD˜µXKD˜µX
L − 16XIJKXIJKD˜µXLD˜µXL
)
+ 124
(
XIJMXKLMXIKNXJLN − 112XIJKXIJKXLMNXLMN
)]
. (4.20)
It is very satisfactory that one can obtain the precise coefficients of Eq. (3.11) as well as
Eq. (4.17) from this expression upon specifying the 3-algebra.
Similarly we can write down the corrections for the terms including fermions in N = 8
3-algebra form:
Sf
BLG,`3p
= (2pi)2`3p
∫
d3x STr
[
− 164Ψ¯ΓIJ [XK , XL,Ψ]Ψ¯ΓKL[XI , XJ ,Ψ]− 116Ψ¯ΓµD˜νΨΨΓνD˜µΨ
+ 116Ψ¯Γ
µ[XI , XJ ,Ψ]Ψ¯ΓIJD˜µΨ + i4Ψ¯ΓµΓ
IJD˜νΨD˜µXID˜νXJ
− i4Ψ¯ΓµD˜νΨD˜µXID˜νXI + i24Ψ¯ΓIJKLD˜νΨ XIJKD˜νXL
− i8Ψ¯ΓIJD˜νΨ XIJKD˜νXK − i4Ψ¯ΓIJ [XJ , XK ,Ψ]D˜µXID˜µXK
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+ i4Ψ¯Γ
µν [XI , XJ ,Ψ]D˜µXID˜νXJ + i4Ψ¯ΓµνΓ
IJ [XJ , XK ,Ψ]D˜µXID˜νXK
− i8Ψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL,Ψ]D˜µXIXJKL + i8Ψ¯Γµ[XI , XJ ,Ψ]D˜µXKXIJK
− i24Ψ¯ΓµΓIJKL[XL, XM ,Ψ]XIJKD˜µXM + i8Ψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL,Ψ]XIJKD˜µXL
+ i48Ψ¯Γ
IJKL[XM , XN ,Ψ]XIJLXKMN + i16Ψ¯Γ
IJ [XK , XL,Ψ]XIJMXKLM
]
,
(4.21)
where:
[XI , XJ ,Ψ] = XIaX
J
b Ψc[T
a, T b, T c] . (4.22)
The above reduces to both Eq. (3.12) with the coefficients as given in Eq. (3.15) and the
analogous result valid for BLG theories with Lorentzian signature as given in [23].
The expressions Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.21) are the main results of this paper.
4.4 Towards N = 6 3-algebra theories at four-derivative order
It is natural to try and see whether the above can be extended to the case of N = 6
3-algebra theories, which include the ABJM model [15]. Finding such an extension is of
great interest as these theories have a clear spacetime interpretation in M-theory.
One approach would be to work directly with the ABJM theory and repeat the analysis
of Section 2. The straightforward application of the Higgs mechanism to the U(N)×U(N)
ABJM theory was shown to yield a U(N) YM action in Refs. [34, 35]. In ABJM the matter
fields are complex, ZA = (XA + iXA+4), where A = 1, ...4, since the R-symmetry group is
SU(4) ' SO(6). In order to Higgs the theory one then gives a vev to the real component
of, say, Z4. A difference between this case and the treatment of Section 2 is that the gauge
fields are already in U(N), as opposed to SU(N). Hence, if everything were to work in
exactly the same way as for A4 one would end up with an extra U(1) degree of freedom.
However, it is easy to verify that there is an extra Goldstone mode in the problem: It
is not only the traceless part of X4 (the real component of Z4) that cancels out during the
calculation but also the trace part of X8 (the imaginary part of Z4). Hence the number
of degrees of freedom works out right. Moreover, there is no need to perform an Abelian
duality in this context.13
Nevertheless, trying to construct and apply effective Higgs rules for this case is cum-
bersome and becomes even more so at four-derivative order. This is related to the fact
that the ABJM matter fields are complex with 8 real components yet reduce to real YM
fields with 7 real components, hence calling for a separate treatment of Z1,2,3 and Z4. As
a result, the ‘direct’ extension is not that straightforward and we will not attempt to carry
it out here.
13As far as we know this point was not noted in Refs. [34, 35].
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Another way to proceed would be to take advantage of the 3-algebra formulation that
we have just uncovered and try to generalise the answer to the N = 6 3-algebra theories of
Refs. [16, 17]. In the latter case the generators are complex, as are the structure constants
which are further only partially anti-symmetric under the exchange of their indices:14
[T a, T b; T¯ c¯] = fabc¯ dT
d , (4.23)
with:
fabc¯d¯ = −f bac¯d¯ and fabc¯d¯ = f∗c¯d¯ab , (4.24)
as well as:
ha¯b = Tr(T¯ a¯T b) . (4.25)
The generators satisfy a complex version of the “fundamental identity”:
fefg¯b f
cba¯
d + f
fea¯
d f
cbg¯
d + f
∗g¯a¯f
b¯
f ceb¯ d + f
∗a¯g¯e
b¯
f cf b¯ d = 0. (4.26)
Since we wish to be illustrative, we only focus on the bosonic piece of the N = 6 3-algebra
action, which is:
SbN=6 =
∫
d3x
[
Tr
(
− D˜µZ¯AD˜µZA − 23 ΥCDB Υ¯BCD
)
+ 12 ε
µνλ(A˜ aµ b ∂νA
b
λ a +
2
3 A
a
µ bA˜
b
ν cA˜
c
λ a)
]
,
(4.27)
with
ΥCDBd = f
abc¯
d Z
C
a Z
D
b Z¯Bc¯ − 12 δCBfabc¯ d ZEa ZDb Z¯Ec¯ + 12 δDB fabc¯ d ZEa ZCb Z¯Ec¯ . (4.28)
Without going into all details about this theory (the interested reader should refer to [16]),
we would like to highlight some relevant points. The supervariation of the fermion in this
model can be expressed as:
δψBd =6DZAd AB + ΥCDBd CD , (4.29)
hence ΥCDB is the natural generalisation of theN = 8 triple-product appearing in Eq. (4.11).
Note that at lowest order the sextic scalar potential appears without tracing any of the
SU(4) indices in a given Υ, although in principle one could also have had terms of the type
ΥCDC Υ¯
B
BD. The reason behind this is the supersymmetry of the theory and is made manifest
through Eq. (4.29). We expect that this structure will carry on for all 3-algebra theories
even when Eq. (4.29) and Eq. (4.11) receive `3p corrections; in fact, this seems necessary if
14A different generalisation of 3-algebra theories for which the structure constants are not totally anti-
symmetric was considered in [36].
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we want Eq. (4.20)-Eq. (4.21) to be invariant under the N = 8 supersymmetry variations.
This suggests that all higher derivative corrections in N = 6 ought to be expressed in terms
of ΥCDB building blocks, in the same spirit as per our N = 8 example.
Let us investigate how far one can go with such an ansatz. At lowest order, the N = 8
3-algebra action emerges as a special case of N = 6 when the structure constants are totally
anti-symmetric. It is natural to assume that the same should also hold for higher derivative
terms. Hence, Eq. (4.20) can serve as a ‘boundary condition’ for the higher order N = 6
action. With that condition in mind, it is easy to see that the form of the (D˜Z)4 and
Υ(D˜Z)3 terms of interest are uniquely determined, including the numerical coefficients.
Things start to potentially differ for (Υ)2(D˜Z)2 and (Υ)4 terms, where one has several
index contractions available leading to the same N = 8 terms as a special case. This would
suggest at first sight that it will be impossible to determine these coefficients uniquely
through Higgsing. However, we believe that there will be generalisations of the identity
Eq. (4.19) to N = 6, that relate terms with different index contractions. Hence, we still
hope that the Higgs mechanism will be powerful enough to also dictate the form of the N =
6 3-algebra theory. Progress in that direction would probably involve first understanding
the origin of Eq. (4.19) directly from the BLG 3-algebra point of view, as opposed to our
approach which involved studying its particular representations.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have derived an extension to the BLG 3-algebra theory at four-derivative
order, which Higgses uniquely to the four-derivative correction of the D2-brane effec-
tive worldvolume theory. Our result applies equally to the A4 Euclidean theory and
the Lorentzian 3-algebra theory, with the latter result having been already obtained in
Refs. [23, 24]. We find it satisfying that both classes of BLG theories have the same four-
derivative corrections, depending only on 3-algebra quantities.
An open question raised by this investigation is to determine whether our result applies
to all BLG theories. While the A4-theory (and its direct sums) exhausts the Euclidean
signature ones, on the Lorentzian signature side we have only looked at the theories with one
time-like direction in 3-algebra space because of their more immediate physical relevance.
However there do exist theories with two or more time-like directions [31, 32, 33] that we
have not covered in our analysis. If our result can be shown to apply also to these theories
then it would be truly universal for N = 8 BLG theory and it might lead to a deeper
understanding of the relevant 3-algebras.
Even though the Higgs mechanism constrains the four-derivative BLG action uniquely,
it is crucial to explicitly check that it is invariant under the set of supersymmetry trans-
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formations. This should be done both for the Lorentzian as well as the A4 cases. For the
former there is a constructive method to carry out the supersymmetry analysis, starting
with the corresponding analysis for D2-branes and using the methods of Refs. [12, 23]. For
the latter, one has to use the Higgs mechanism as a guide. However ultimately the results
for the two cases should converge into a common formula valid for all BLG theories or at
least for the two classes of BLG theories studied here.
One would like to extend our method to find derivative corrections involving more than
four derivatives (equivalently, to order higher than `3p). On the Lorentzian side, Ref. [24]
has proposed an action to all orders in `p that reduces to the action of Refs. [26, 27] after
Higgsing. Something similar can surely be done for the A4-theory. However it is important
to keep in mind that the D-brane action of Refs. [26, 27] works for certain purposes such
as finding classical solutions, but cannot be considered correct as far as generating string
amplitudes is concerned (since it is known that the symmetrised trace prescription does
not work beyond four derivatives).
Our findings also support the idea of a spacetime realisation for the A4-theory. In
Refs. [5, 6] a proposal for such an interpretation was made in terms 2 M2-branes on a yet
unknown ‘orbifold’ of M-theory, dubbed as an “M-fold”, which preserves maximal, N = 8,
supersymmetry and has a moduli space (R8 × R8)/D2k, where D2k is the dihedral group
of order 4k. The fact that we are able to find an O(`3p) correction to the action, from
which one can recover the precise α′2 corrections to the D2-brane theory by Higgsing, is
encouraging and strongly suggests that such a spacetime description should exist.
It has to be noted in this context that one expects `p corrections in M-theory to
give rise to both the α′ as well as gs corrections in string theory. While the action we
have found reproduces the first α′ correction by construction, it is not clear what part of
the corresponding gs correction (if any) it reproduces, since in general gs corrections are
expected to be non-local. It would therefore be nice to understand which aspects of the
membrane dynamics are captured by the higher derivative action that we have constructed.
As indicated in the Introduction, at large k one expects to be safe because the A4-theory
is weakly coupled, so this caveat only applies when we take k small.15
Finally we discussed possible generalisations of our result to N = 6 3-algebras and
the ABJM theory. Here we did not find a complete result, but have sketched how one
can approach the problem. It is of considerable interest to explicitly pursue this direction
for two reasons: these models have a well-understood spacetime interpretation at finite
k in terms of membranes at a geometric orbifold, and one can also use them to perform
15We would like to acknowledge the participants of the Indian Strings Meeting in Pondicherry (ISM08)
in December 2008 for useful comments on this point.
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precision calculations at large k via the AdS4/CFT3 correspondence. We hope to report
on this in more detail in the future.
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A. A note on spinor conventions
Throughout this paper we have used 32-component spinors Ψ for our 3-algebra theories.
These are acted upon by Γ-matrices of SO(10, 1). The latter can be arranged in terms of
the following SO(2, 1)× SO(8) decomposition:
ΓM = {γˆµ ⊗ γ9, 1l2×2 ⊗ γI} , (A.1)
where µ = 0, 1, 2 and I = 1, ..., 8, γ9 = γ1 . . . γ8 is the SO(8) chirality matrix, while the
Γ-matrices satisfy the Clifford algebra {ΓM ,ΓN} = 2ηMN . The SO(2, 1) γˆ-matrices obey
the following identities, defined with weight one:
γˆµν = 12(γˆµγˆν − γˆν γˆµ)
γˆµνλ = γˆµγˆν γˆλ − γˆµηνλ + γˆνηµλ − γˆληµν
γˆµγˆνλ = γˆµνλ + γˆληµν − γˆνηµλ
γˆνλγˆµ = γˆνλµ + γˆνηµλ − γˆληµν
εµνλ 1l2×2 = γˆµνλ
εµνλγˆ
λ = γˆµν
ερσν γˆ
νµ = 2δµ[σγˆρ]
γˆ0γˆ0 = −1 . (A.2)
Moreover, the 3-algebra spinors are Goldstinos of the symmetry breaking Eq. (A.1) and
hence obey the following chirality condition [3, 19]:
Γ012Ψ = −Ψ , (A.3)
which translates to:
Γ012Ψ = (γˆ012 ⊗ γ9)Ψ
= (ε012 1l2×2 ⊗ γ9)Ψ
= −( 1l2×2 ⊗ γ9)Ψ
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≡ −Γ9Ψ
= −Ψ
⇒ Γ9Ψ = Ψ . (A.4)
We are working with conventions where ε012 = −1, that is {γˆ0, γˆ1, γˆ2} = {σ1,−iσ2, σ3} and
σ the usual Pauli matrices. One can then use Γ9 to get the 11d identities:
Γµν = 12(ΓµΓν − ΓνΓµ)
Γµνλ = ΓµΓνΓλ − Γµηνλ + Γνηµλ − Γληµν
ΓµΓνλ = Γµνλ + Γληµν − Γνηµλ
ΓνλΓµ = Γνλµ + Γνηµλ − Γληµν
εˆµνλ ≡ εµνλΓ9 = Γµνλ
εˆµνλΓλ = Γµν
εˆρσνΓνµ = 2δ
µ
[σΓρ]
Γ9Γ9 = 1
Γ0Γ0 = −1 . (A.5)
We have implemented the above identities in Subsection 3.2. Note that while Γ9 anti-
commutes with the Γi’s, it commutes with the Γµ’s.
B. Explicit Higgsing of the fermionic terms
Here we give a complete list for the explicit Higgsing of the fermionic terms that we
presented in Eq. (3.12). Applying the Higgs rules of Section 2.2 these give:
aˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJ [XK , XL†,Ψ]Ψ¯†ΓKL[XI , XJ†,Ψ] → aˆ
v4
1
2Ψ¯Γ
i[Xj ,Ψ]Ψ¯Γj [Xi,Ψ]
bˆ Ψ¯†ΓµD˜νΨΨ¯†ΓνD˜µΨ → 2 bˆv4 Ψ¯ΓµDνΨΨ¯ΓνDµΨ
cˆ Ψ¯†Γµ[XI , XJ†,Ψ]Ψ¯†ΓIJD˜µΨ → − cˆv4 Ψ¯Γµ[Xi,Ψ]Ψ¯ΓiDµΨ
dˆ Ψ¯†ΓµΓIJD˜νΨD˜µXI†D˜νXJ → dˆv4 Ψ¯ΓρσΓiDνΨDνXiF ρσ
+2 dˆ
v4
Ψ¯ΓµΓijDνΨDµXiDνXj
+2 dˆ
v4
Ψ¯ΓµρΓiDσΨDµXiF ρσ
−2 dˆ
v4
Ψ¯ΓiDσΨDρXiF ρσ
+ dˆ
v4
Ψ¯ΓρσΓµΓi 6DΨDµXiF ρσ
eˆ Ψ¯†ΓµD˜νΨD˜µXI†D˜νXI → −2 eˆv4 Ψ¯ΓµDνΨF µρF ρν
+2 eˆ
v4
Ψ¯ΓµDνΨDµXiDνXi
− eˆ
v4
Ψ¯ 6DΨF ρσF ρσ
fˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJKLD˜νΨ XIJK†D˜νXL → fˆv4 32Ψ¯ΓijlDνΨXijDνX l
gˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJD˜νΨ XIJK†D˜νXK → gˆv4 Ψ¯ΓiDνΨXijDνXj
+ gˆ
v4
1
2Ψ¯Γ
ijΓρDσΨXijF ρσ
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− gˆ
4v4
Ψ¯ΓijΓρσ 6DΨXijF ρσ
hˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJ [XJ , XK†,Ψ]D˜µXI†D˜µXK → 12 hˆv4 Ψ¯Γi[Xk,Ψ]DµXiDµXk
+ hˆ
v4
1
4Ψ¯Γ
µρσ[Xi,Ψ]DµXiF ρσ
− hˆ
v4
1
4Ψ¯ΓµρσΓ
i(Γj [Xj ,Ψ])DµXiF ρσ
− hˆ
v4
1
4Ψ¯(Γ
j [Xj ,Ψ])F ρσF ρσ
iˆ Ψ¯†Γµν [XI , XJ†,Ψ]D˜µXI†D˜νXJ → iˆΨ¯Γρ[Xi,Ψ]DµXiF ρµ
jˆ Ψ¯†ΓµνΓIJ [XJ , XK†,Ψ]D˜µXI†D˜νXK → + jˆv4 12Ψ¯ΓµνΓi[Xk,Ψ]DµXiDνXk
+ jˆ
v4
1
2Ψ¯Γ
σ[Xi,Ψ]DρXiF ρσ
− jˆ
v4
1
2Ψ¯Γ
ρΓi(Γj [Xj ,Ψ])DσXiF ρσ
kˆ Ψ¯†ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL†,Ψ]D˜µXI†XJKL → kˆv4 14Ψ¯ΓµΓij [Xk,Ψ]DµXiXjk
−18 kˆv4 Ψ¯ΓρσΓj [Xk,Ψ]XjkF ρσ
lˆ Ψ¯†Γµ[XI , XJ†,Ψ]D˜µXK†XIJK → − lˆv4 14Ψ¯Γµ[Xi,Ψ]DµXkXik
mˆ Ψ¯†ΓµΓIJKL[XL, XM†,Ψ]XIJK†D˜µXM → mˆv4 38Ψ¯Γρσi[Xj ,Ψ]XijF ρσ
− mˆ
v4
3
16Ψ¯Γ
ρσΓij(Γl[X l,Ψ])XijF ρσ
nˆ Ψ¯†ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL†,Ψ]XIJK†D˜µXL → − nˆv4 18Ψ¯ΓρσΓj [Xk,Ψ]XjkF ρσ
− nˆ
v4
1
8Ψ¯Γ
µΓij [X l,Ψ]XijDµX l
oˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJKL[XM , XN†,Ψ]XIJL†XKMN → − oˆ
v4
3
16Ψ¯Γ
ijk[Xm,Ψ]XijXkm
pˆ Ψ¯†ΓIJ [XK , XL†,Ψ]XIJM†XKLM → − pˆ
v4
1
8Ψ¯Γ
j [Xk,Ψ]XjmXkm , (B.1)
where on each right hand side of the above we have included a factor of 2 contribution
from also taking into account the Higgsing of the Hermitian conjugates. We have made
heavy use of the Γ-matrix identities from Appendix A.
Note that terms containing parts of the on-shell terms, α′2(ΓµDµΨ + Γi[Xi,Ψ]), will
combine and cancel out:
− eˆ
v4
Ψ¯ 6DΨF ρσF ρσ − hˆv4 14Ψ¯(Γj [Xj ,Ψ])F ρσF ρσ = 0 (B.2)
− gˆ
4v4
Ψ¯ΓijΓρσ 6DΨXijF ρσ − mˆv4 316Ψ¯ΓρσΓjk(Γl[X l,Ψ])XjkF ρσ = 0 (B.3)
dˆ
v4
Ψ¯ΓρσΓµΓi 6DΨDµXiF ρσ − hˆv4 14Ψ¯ΓµρσΓi(Γj [Xj ,Ψ])DµXiF ρσ
− jˆ
v4
1
2Ψ¯Γ
ρΓi(Γj [Xj ,Ψ])DσXiF ρσ = 0 (B.4)
for the values of the coefficients given in Eq. (3.15), dˆ = i4 , eˆ = − i4 , gˆ = − i2 , hˆ = −i, jˆ = i
and mˆ = −2i3 .
C. Uniqueness of the four-derivative fermion ansatz
When dealing with the fermionic part of the action one might worry about the uniqueness
claim of our proposal, since it looks as if there are many additional terms that could lead
to the operators present in the α′2-corrected D2-brane action upon Higgsing. In order to
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address that, we give below the most general set of expressions obtained by ‘uplifting’ the
terms containing fermions in the D2 action at order α′2. The ‘uplifting’ procedure involves
writing down the most general 3-algebra expression that could reduce to a particular D2
term by Higgsing. The list excludes ‘on-shell’ terms, that is ΓµDµΨ and ΓIJ [XI , XJ ,Ψ],
which we will set to zero by using the lowest order 3-algebra equations of motion. These
terms would also have led to on-shell-type terms in the D2 theory, which we know are
absent, so we can safely set their coefficients to zero.
In the following, the terms that appear in the main part of this paper have been
identified. The ones that did not have been enumerated and we will show why they do not
contribute to Eq. (3.12). Ignoring signs and numerical factors we have:
Ψ¯ΓµDνΨΨ¯ΓνDµΨ→ Ψ¯ΓµDνΨΨ¯ΓνDµΨ ∼ term bˆ
Ψ¯ΓiDνΨΨ¯Γν [Xi,Ψ]→ Ψ¯ΓIJDνΨΨ¯Γν [XI , XJ ,Ψ] ∼ term cˆ
Ψ¯Γi[Xj ,Ψ]Ψ¯Γj [Xi,Ψ]→ Ψ¯ΓIM [XJ , XN ,Ψ]Ψ¯ΓJN [XI , XM ,Ψ] ∼ term aˆ
Ψ¯ΓIN [XJ , XN ,Ψ]Ψ¯ΓJM [XI , XM ,Ψ] (C.1)
Ψ¯ΓIM [XJ , XN ,Ψ]Ψ¯ΓJM [XI , XN ,Ψ] (C.2)
Ψ¯ΓµDνΨDµX lDνX l → Ψ¯ΓµDνΨDµXLDνXL ∼ term eˆ
Ψ¯ΓiDνΨDρXiF ρν → Ψ¯ΓIJρνλDνΨDρXIDλXJ ∼ term dˆ
Ψ¯ΓiDνΨXilDνX l → Ψ¯ΓIMDνΨXILMDνXL ∼ term gˆ
Ψ¯Γµ[Xj ,Ψ]F µρDρXj → Ψ¯Γρλ[XJ , XI ,Ψ]DλXIDρXJ ∼ term iˆ
Ψ¯ΓρλKL[XJ , XK ,Ψ]DλXLDρXJ ∼ term jˆ
Ψ¯Γi[Xj ,Ψ]DρXiDρXj → Ψ¯ΓIM [XJ , XM ,Ψ]DρXIDρXJ ∼ term hˆ
Ψ¯Γµ[Xj ,Ψ]DµX lX lj → Ψ¯Γµ[XJ , XM ,Ψ]DµXLXLJM ∼ term lˆ
Ψ¯ΓµΓMN [XJ , XM ,Ψ]DµXLXLJN (C.3)
Ψ¯Γµνρ[Xk,Ψ]F µνDρXk → Ψ¯ΓMN [XK , XM ,Ψ]DρXNDρXK ∼ term hˆ
Ψ¯ΓµνlDσΨF µνDσX l → Ψ¯ΓµLMDσΨDµXMDσXL ∼ term dˆ
Ψ¯ΓρµjDσΨDµXjF ρσ → Ψ¯ΓµIJDνΨDνXIDµXJ ∼ term dˆ
Ψ¯Γµjρ[Xk,Ψ]DµXjDρXk → Ψ¯ΓµρJM [XK , XM ,Ψ]DµXJDρXK ∼ term jˆ
Ψ¯ΓµjlDσΨDµXjDσX l → Ψ¯ΓµJLDσΨDµXJDσXL ∼ term dˆ
Ψ¯Γµjl[Xk,Ψ]DµXjX lk → Ψ¯ΓµJL[XK , XM ,Ψ]DµXJXLKM ∼ term kˆ
Ψ¯ΓµΓJLΓMN [XK , XM ,Ψ]DµXJXLKN (C.4)
Ψ¯ΓijρDσΨXijF ρσ → Ψ¯ΓρσΓMΓIJKDσΨXIJKDρXM (C.5)
Ψ¯ΓρσΓIJDσΨXIJMDρXM (C.6)
Ψ¯ΓijΓρ[Xk,Ψ]XijDρXk → Ψ¯ΓIJΓρ[XK , XM ,Ψ]XIJMDρXK ∼ term hˆ
Ψ¯ΓIJNΓρΓM [XK , XM ,Ψ]XIJNDρXK ∼ term mˆ
Ψ¯ΓijlDσΨXijDσX l → Ψ¯ΓIJKΓMDσΨXIJKDσXM ∼ term fˆ
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Ψ¯Γi[Xj ,Ψ]XilX lj → Ψ¯ΓIM [XJ , XK ,Ψ]XILMXLJK ∼ term pˆ
Ψ¯ΓIM [XJ , XM ,Ψ]XILKXLJK (C.7)
Ψ¯ΓIM [XJ , XN ,Ψ]XILNXLJM (C.8)
Ψ¯ΓIKΓMN [XJ , XN ,Ψ]XILKXLJM (C.9)
Ψ¯Γµνl[Xk,Ψ]F µνX lk → Ψ¯ΓµΓLN [XK , XM ,Ψ]DµXNXLKM ∼ term kˆ
Ψ¯ΓµΓLN [XK , XM ,Ψ]DµXMXLKN ∼ term nˆ
Ψ¯ΓµΓLM [XK , XM ,Ψ]DµXNXLKN (C.10)
Ψ¯ΓµΓLNΓMΓP [XK , XM ,Ψ]DµXPXLKN (C.11)
Ψ¯Γijl[Xk,Ψ]XijX lk → Ψ¯ΓIJLN [XK , XM ,Ψ]XIJNXLKM ∼ term oˆ
Ψ¯ΓIJLΓN [XK , XN ,Ψ]XIJMXLKM (C.12)
Ψ¯ΓIJLΓN [XK , XM ,Ψ]XIJMXLKN (C.13)
Ψ¯ΓIJLΓNΓPΓM [XK , XM ,Ψ]XIJNXLKP (C.14)
The enumerated terms do not contribute as they are either related to terms already present
in the ansatz (up to ‘on-shell’ terms) or Higgs to terms not present in the D2 theory and
should therefore have a zero coefficient. We have used the following -tensor identity in
showing the equivalence of several terms by re-shuﬄing SO(8) indices amongst products of
3-brackets:
a[bcde]fgh = 0 , (C.15)
where the above indices are gauge indices and one should also remember that there is a STr
in front of each expression. This leads to the fermionic analogues of Eq. (3.2), the origin
of which also lies in the above identity and the implementation of the STr prescription. In
more detail we have:
• (C.1) gives an on-shell term upon setting I = J = 8
• (C.2) gives a term that doesn’t exist in D2 for N = 8 6= M
• (C.3) is equivalent to nˆ
• (C.4) Higgses to a term not present in D2 for K = 8
• (C.5) Higgses to a term not present in D2 for M 6= 8
• (C.6) by expanding ΓIJ = ΓIΓJ − δIJ reduces to gˆ and an on-shell term
• (C.7) is equivalent to pˆ up to an on-shell term
• (C.8) is equivalent to pˆ up to an on-shell term
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• (C.9) is equivalent to oˆ up to an on-shell term
• (C.10) is the same as (C.5)
• (C.11) Higgses to a term not present in D2 for K = 8
• (C.12) is equivalent to oˆ up to an on-shell term
• (C.13) is equivalent to oˆ up to an on-shell term
• (C.14) Higgses to a term not present in D2 for K = 8
Therefore, the only independent terms are the ones with coefficients aˆ, ..., pˆ that we have
already included in Eq. (3.12).
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